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This Information Memorandum comprises a guide for interested parties, with an 
overview of the London Legacy Development Corporation’s vision and objectives, 
planning context, the commercial principles underpinning the development and a 
summary of the procurement process.

An experienced Joint Venture Partner is sought who will deliver the schemes through development 
management expertise, financial investment and management, procurement of third-party consultants, 
procurement of construction works and the raising of third-party debt. 

This opportunity spans two sites at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park (QEOP) and includes the potential to 
deliver c1,200 residential homes and associated retail and public realm.

The primary objective of the Joint Venture is to acquire land and subsequently develop two high quality 
residential neighbourhoods within a sensitive context at Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. The focus will be 
on optimising design quality, regeneration legacy and generating subsequent geared capital.

INTRODUCTION

To accelerate delivery of best-in-class, landmark developments within Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park;

To become part of a new creative, educational and community quarter of London. It will neighbour 
world-renowned universities UCL (University College London) and UAL’s London College of Fashion 
joining the global cultural brands of the BBC, Sadler’s Wells and the V&A to create this centre of 
innovation and ambition; 

To contribute to the delivery of a well-designed and high-quality place, building on the excellent 
developments on the Park and use the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity of the London 2012 Games 
and the creation of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to develop a dynamic new heart for east London, 
creating long term opportunities for local people and driving innovation and growth in London and 
the UK;

To preserve and enhance the internationally recognisable features of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park 
with a family and community focussed development on Bridgewater Triangle and a high-quality, 
architecturally innovative landmark development on Stratford Waterfront;

To ensure a planned and commercial approach to optimise design quality that aligns with the Legacy 
Corporation’s role ensuring the successful legacy and regeneration of the Park; and

Use existing and new property assets to optimise value for a Joint Venture business, partnering 
equally with London Legacy Development Corporation. 

THE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
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In the 15 years since London won the bid to host the 2012  
Olympic and Paralympic Games, Stratford has changed beyond  
all recognition.

The area has benefitted from billions of pounds of investment – not just in world-
class sporting venues but also in transport infrastructure, business districts, homes, 
schools and universities. And most importantly, local communities are seeing the 
benefits of that investment.

Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park now attracts more than six million visitors a year. 
There will be 33,000 new homes by 2036 and 40,000 jobs will be located here in 
just a few short years. There are four new schools with a fifth planned, and two 
new business districts that are driving innovation, growth and opportunity. We are 
building the largest culture and education district for a generation that will be see 
new campuses for world class universities like UCL and UAL’s London College of 
Fashion as well as new venues for the V&A, Sadler’s Wells and the BBC. 

All this set within 560 acres of amazing parkland - the largest urban park built  
for 150 years.

We now have an unique opportunity for the right partner to help us deliver our 
plans at Stratford Waterfront and Bridgewater Triangle.

These are hugely challenging times with many unknowns, but what we do know is 
that we have the vision, skills and determination to deliver even more for Stratford, 
for London and for the nation. 

We do hope you share our passion and will join us to build the legacy.

FOREWORD

Sir Peter Hendy CBE 
Chair

London Legacy  
Development Corporation

Lyn Garner 
Chief Executive

London Legacy  
Development Corporation

QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIC 
PARK NOW ATTRACTS 
MORE THAN SIX MILLION 
VISITORS A YEAR
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Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park is a globally recognisable landmark 
and one of the Capital’s most popular parks. It knits a vibrant area  
of east London into a cutting-edge urban destination. It redefines  
the historic, industrial and creative heartlands of Stratford and 
Hackney Wick as an exciting and sustainable place to live, work, 
study, play and visit, providing award winning parklands, waterways 
and playgrounds for the whole community. 

Landmark former Olympic and Paralympic venues, including London Stadium, 
London Aquatics Centre, the Copper Box Arena, Lee Valley VeloPark and Lee 
Valley Hockey and Tennis Centre, sit alongside the innovation hub of Here East, 
the business district of International Quarter London and best in class shopping 
at Westfield Stratford. Exceptional new neighbourhoods including East Village, 
Chobham Manor, Fish Island, Hackney Wick and East Wick and Sweetwater are 
soaring in popularity and making the area one of the Capital’s most sought after 
places to live, with many more planned for the future. Exceptional schools and 
leading universities are present whilst East Bank will soon be home to some of the 
biggest cultural organisations in the Country; Sadler’s Wells, the BBC, the V&A and 
UAL’s London College of Fashion. All of this continues to establish the Park’s status 
as a global centre for London.

QUEEN ELIZABETH OLYMPIC PARK
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WHO IS  
ALREADY  
HERE

OTHER BUSINESSES ON SITE ALSO INCLUDE:

BT SPORT
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY

UKA
FCA

UCL BARTLETT

COPPER BOX
LONDON AQUATICS CENTRE

SCOPE
GDI HUB

ADVANCED PROPULSION UNIT

UCL INSTITUTE OF ROBOTICS
MATCHES FASHION.COM

BRITISH COUNCIL
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East Bank is a new powerhouse for 
innovation, creativity and learning on 
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. It is a 
unique collaboration between world-
leading universities, arts and culture 
institution that opens up opportunities 
for everyone who visits, lives and works 
in east London.

It will bring an additional 1.5 million visitors  
to the Park and surrounding area each year,  
and more than 2,500 jobs will be created by  
East Bank – generating an estimated £1.5 billion  
for the local economy. 

www.queenelizabetholympicpark.co.uk/east-bank

EAST BANK IS A 
NEW POWERHOUSE 

FOR INNOVATION, 
CREATIVITY AND 

LEARNING
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The London Legacy Development Corporation is the Mayor of London’s development 
corporation for Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and the surrounding area. The Legacy 
Corporation is responsible for delivering the physical legacy of the Games – the long-
term planning, development, management and maintenance of the Park to transform 
and integrate one of the most challenged areas in the UK into world-class, sustainable 
and thriving neighbourhoods. 

The London Legacy Development Corporation is also the Local Planning Authority for Queen Elizabeth 
Olympic Park and some of the areas surrounding it.

THE CORPORATE VISION 
Creating a dynamic new metropolitan centre for London.

MISSION
To use the opportunity of the London 2012 Games and the creation of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park to 
change the lives of people in east London and drive growth and investment in London and the UK, by 
developing an inspiring and innovative place where people want - and can afford - to live, work and visit.

CORPORATE PRIORITIES 
The London Legacy Development Corporation has four corporate Priority Themes which underpin every 
aspect of its work. The themes establish some of the approaches and minimum standards across key 
work areas that all Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park developments, including Stratford Waterfront and 
Bridgewater Triangle, should achieve.

  Promoting convergence and community participation;

  Championing equalities and inclusion;

  Ensuring high quality design;

  Ensuring environmental sustainability.

HOUSING DELIVERY 
The Legacy Corporation is progressing well against its target to deliver 33,000 homes in the wider area by 
2036, with 10,000 homes already complete. Chobham Manor and East Wick – two of five neighbourhoods 
on the Park– are under construction. East Village, which was the Athletes’ Village during the London 2012 
Games, is now a thriving community with 2,818 homes, 49% of which are affordable.

TRANSITION 
The Legacy Corporation is a time-bound organisation and we’re working closely with the Mayor of London 
and local boroughs on what transition looks like. No decision has been made on what the residuary body 
will be but we are committed to dealing with all the major planning and development issues before our 
powers transfer and ensuring new bodies are enabled to work in the best interests of all stakeholders 
around the Park.

LONDON LEGACY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
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STRATFORD WATERFRONT

BRIDGEWATER TRIANGLE

The Legacy Corporation is offering an 
incredible opportunity to participate in  
the innovative regeneration of two sites on  
the world-renowned Queen Elizabeth  
Olympic Park; Stratford Waterfront and 
Bridgewater Triangle. 

The Legacy Corporation is seeking a Partner who will 
enter into a 50:50 JV partnership and is aligned to the 
long-term regeneration aims of the organisation. 

In order to deliver this, the Legacy Corporation is 
offering four key aspects: 

1)  The opportunity to develop in the prestigious Queen 
Elizabeth Olympic Park Estate;

2)  Secured outline planning permission to build  
c.1,200 homes;

3) A long-term partnership;

4) Match funded equity investment.

THE  
OPPORTUNITY
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SWFT
The 0.96 ha (2.4 acres) brownfield site is adjacent to the East Bank development and 
to the north east of the London Stadium. The site is owned freehold by LLDC and is 
bounded by Waterworks River and Carpenters Road.

The Legacy Corporation envisages a high-quality residential development set in an incredible natural 
environment in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and next to East Bank, one of the most exciting culture and 
education districts, in the world. Residents will be surrounded by global sporting and cultural attractions, 
revitalised waterways, parkland and new emerging neighbourhoods, with superb transport links to central 
London and London airports.

The Legacy Corporation has the following objectives for the scheme:

   To build upon and enhance its location and acknowledge its surroundings in terms of built and 
natural environments;

   To create outstanding architecture; 

   To deliver high quality public realm and materials;

   To provide a mix of homes with 35% affordable intermediate shared ownership homes, and;

   To create an active riverside edge and interface with the adjacent East Bank cultural district.

In July 2019 the Legacy Corporation secured outline planning consent (ref. 18/00470/OUT), which is subject 
to a Unilateral Undertaking given by deed under S106 of the Town and Country Planning Act.

As part of this there is a requirement to deliver 50% across a portfolio of sites owned by the Legacy 
Corporation, including Stratford Waterfront and Bridgewater Triangle.

STRATFORD  
WATERFRONT

Site Area: 0.96 ha (2.4 acres)

Residential GEA: 62,800 sq m

Target no of homes: 600

Affordable Homes: 35% shared ownership by habitable room

Retail: 2,200sqm GIA which the Legacy Corporation may reserve the  
right to retain

Outline Design Team: Allies and Morrison, O’Donnell + Tuomey, LDA Design
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The Joint Venture will be required to deliver an upgraded Bridgewater Road access with a new bridge and 
associated works to the towpaths and new river walls at Warton Road. 

The Legacy Corporation, as Landowner, will provide capped grant funding to the Joint Venture towards 
the cost of the Bridgewater Bridge Road, river wall and towpath. A separate detailed application is being 
prepared for a new Bridgewater Road Bridge.

BTRBRIDGEWATER  
TRIANGLE

Site Area: 2.4 ha (5.9 acres)

Residential GEA: 60,000 sq m

Target no of homes: 600

Affordable Homes: 50% by Habitable Room

Retail: 583 sq m NIA

This brownfield site extends to 2.4 ha (5.9 acres) and is owned freehold by the Legacy 
Corporation and is bounded by Waterworks River, the Greenway and Pudding  
Mill Allotments.

The Legacy Corporation’s ambition is for Bridgewater Triangle to be a beautiful new riverside residential 
community where the world-famous landscape of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park extends, and waterfront 
homes and apartments are knitted together on a special island site. The new campus for UCL East and the 
iconic London Aquatics Centre and London Stadium are its close neighbours, with the new cultural and 
education district being constructed at East Bank offering plenty of attractions just a short  
walk away.

The Legacy Corporation has the following objectives for this scheme:

   To create a peaceful and green new residential-led neighbourhood, connected to its local 
surroundings;

  To deliver outstanding architecture across a range of building typologies;

  To provide a mixed and balanced community with 50% Affordable Housing (by habitable room);

  To focus on high quality family housing;

  To improve connectivity across the site to encourage walking and cycling, and;

  To achieve high environmental sustainability standards.

The Legacy Corporation is in the process of securing outline planning permission with a target submission 
date of June 2021. Outline Design Team: Mikhail Riches, RCKa, BBUK
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THE JOINT VENTURE COMPANY 
The Joint Venture company will be jointly owned and equally capitalised by both the partners. The  

Board of this company will be the decision-making body of the opportunity with equal representation  
and voting powers. 

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
The day to day running of the project will be by the Development Manager who will deliver in accordance 
to a Development Management Agreement and Business Plan. The Business Plan will be set as part of the 
procurement process and updated over time by the Joint Venture Board. 

The Development Manager will procure and manage the external consultant team including but not  
limited to design, planning and technical teams. All services and works outside of the scope of the 
Development Manager will be procured in line with a Procurement Strategy determined as part of  
the procurement process. 

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
The Development Manager is expected to source and secure third-party debt for the development on  
behalf of the shareholders. 

LANDOWNER ROLE
The Joint Venture will acquire the land from the Legacy Corporation for Stratford Waterfront and 
Bridgewater Triangle. The Legacy Corporation’s role as a landowner will be governed by a Development 
Agreement. This document will set out the key mechanisms for land drawn down, and all interface areas 
which concern the Legacy Corporation as the freeholder of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park including the  
Fixed Estate Charge (utilised to maintain the Park and its Venues) and park-wide District Heating Network.

Other sites within the Legacy’s Corporation’s ownership may be available to the Joint Venture subject to 
suitable land sale terms and the Legacy Corporation being able to meet its best value obligations.

CONTRACTOR(S) AND REGISTER PROVIDER(S) PROCUREMENTS
Both the roles of contractor and affordable housing provider are expected to be competitively tendered. 

APPROACH TO CONSORTIUM TENDERERS
Partners can come together as a consortium of different entities. They can enter the relationship with the 
Legacy Corporation as one entity making up 50% of the Joint Venture Company. Transparency of relationship 
will be expected by the Legacy Corporation. 

The Legacy Corporation is offering a long-term equal partnership in terms of decision 
making, equity investment and delivery of financial and non-financial outcomes. 

The Legacy Corporation seeks a partner that is aligned to the long-term regeneration aims  
of the organisation. 

The Legacy Corporation is seeking the following skills and expertise from a partner: 

1) A long-term partnership

2) Development management expertise 

3) Investment management

4) Matched equity 

5) Long Term Estate Management

The Legacy Corporation’s preference is to appoint a partner who will act as both a strategic investor and 
development manager who will:

  Commit half the level of required equity;

  Provide and access a wide range of expert and experienced resources to deliver development;

  Create and co-manage a viable business plan; 

  Manage the design development process to agreed protocols;

  Obtain 3rd party debt funding;

  Procure the construction work; 

  Procure an affordable housing provider;

  Market and dispose of the units;

  Complete any planned Built to Rent purchase(s) at practical completion, and;

  Set up long term property management arrangements.

The chart below outlines the Legacy Corporation’s proposed partnership structure.  
The Legacy Corporation will hold two roles, one as an equity backed Joint Venture partner  
via the JV and one as a landowner.

PARTNERSHIP

CONTRACTOR(S)DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

THE JOINT VENTURE COMPANYLAND THIRD PARTY DEBT

LLDC PARTNER

Figure 1 Anticipated Joint Venture Partnership, subject to legal, governance and financial due diligence
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GENERAL
The procurement is being conducted in accordance with the Concession Contracts Regulations 2016. 
Although these regulations are less prescriptive than the Public Contracts Regulations 2015, the process 
has been designed to largely follow the competitive dialogue process under the Public Contracts 
Regulations 2015. A summary of each stage is set out below.

STAGE ONE – SELECTION QUESTIONNAIRE (SQ)
Tenderers are asked to submit a completed Selection Questionnaire as their expression of interest  
in tendering. 

The Selection Questionnaire follows the PAS 91 standard approach with a limited number of the  
Legacy Corporation specific additional questions. It focuses on a Tenderer’s corporate governance, 
financial capacity and technical capability to meet the Legacy Corporation’s required technical  
standards and experience. 

There are mandatory pass/fail criteria in order to identify qualifying candidates as well as additional 
questions. 

The SQ must be completed and submitted on the Legacy Corporation’s Procurement Portal. Please note 
that suppliers will need to register as a supplier on the Procurement Portal in order to access the SQ. 
Enquiries regarding access to the Procurement Portal should be emailed to procurement@londonlegacy.
co.uk. All other queries and clarifications should be submitted via the Procurement Portal messaging 
function. Clarification responses will be provided to all interested parties via the Portal within 5 working 
days where possible. 

STAGE TWO – INVITATION TO SUBMIT OUTLINE PROPOSALS (ISOP) 
Following evaluation of SQ responses a maximum of 6 parties will progress to ISOP. If successful in  
Stage One, your organisation shall receive the Invitation to Participate in Dialogue (ITDP) and the  
Invitation to Submit Outline Proposals (ISOP). This shall set out:

(a) The Legacy Corporation’s full technical and commercial requirements;

(b) Procurement Timetable;

(c) Full Evaluation Criteria and Methodology;

(d) Instructions for submission of your Outline Proposal

(e) Description of Dialogue/negotiation process including areas for potential negotiation

(f) Conditions of Tendering Forms.

It is anticipated that Outline Proposals will include Development Management Services, Joint Venture 
Working, Social Value, Legal Commentary/Mark-up and Financial.

Following receipt of Outline Proposals, the Legacy Corporation may clarify outline proposals but does not 
anticipate dialoguing or negotiating them. the Legacy Corporation shall apply its Evaluation Criteria to the 
Outline Proposals and further shortlist three tenderers to further negotiate under Stage Three. 

Clarification / briefing sessions will be held during the ISOP period. It is anticipated that these will cover 
planning, design and commercial points.

STAGE THREE – DIALOGUE
Following receipt of the ISOP proposals from bidders, dialogue between the Legacy Corporation 
and bidders shall commence. The ITPD will set out which aspects of the project shall be capable of 
negotiation and which conditions shall require mandatory acceptance by bidders. Dialogue sessions will 
be held on each theme and provide bidders and the Legacy Corporation to clarify and evolve elements 
of their proposals. Communications may be undertaken by the Legacy Corporation’s legal or commercial 
advisers on its behalf and categorised as Technical, Legal or Commercial. 

The Legacy Corporation reserves the right to issue bespoke contractual documentation to bidders in 
order to reflect their bespoke confidential proposals throughout the process. The Legacy Corporation’s 
legal advisers shall maintain document control. 

The Legacy Corporation anticipates that through the dialogue process the contracts will be in a largely 
final form with only limited aspects to be finalised with the Preferred Bidder.

STAGE FOUR – INVITATION TO SUBMIT FINAL TENDERS (ISFT)
Final Tenders shall be requested from Tenderers in the form to be set out in the Invitation to Submit Final 
Tender. This may include acceptance of any final form of contractual documentation provided by the 
Legacy Corporation’s legal advisers during negotiations. Following any final clarification of tenders, the 
Legacy Corporation shall apply its evaluation criteria and complete any due diligence activities. 

STAGE FIVE – FINALISING CONTRACTS AND AWARD
Officers shall seek approvals to award the contract to the highest scoring Tenderer and contractual 
documents shall be finalised after the pre-requisite standstill notices and period.

PROCUREMENT EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Tenders shall be evaluated in accordance with Regulation 41 of the Concession Contracts Regulations 
2016. The objective criteria shall ensure that tenders are assessed in conditions of effective competition  
so as to identify an overall economic advantage for the Legacy Corporation. 

The anticipated areas of evaluation are as follows:

Level 1 Criteria Weighting Level 2 Criteria Level 2 criteria weightings 

Price 30% Financial & Business Planning 30%

Quality 70%

Development Management 40%

Joint Venture Working 10%

Social Value 10%

Legal 10%

PROCUREMENT
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TIMETABLE

THE LEGACY CORPORATION TEAM ADVISORY TEAM
Responsibility for the Project rests with Senior 
Responsible Officer, Rosanna Lawes. The 
three board members will comprise of senior 
representatives of the Legacy Corporation. 

Avison Young is property advisor and is  
specifically advising on strategic commercial,  
and financial matters.

Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner is advising on legal 
and contractual matters. 

Key Milestones Key Dates

Selection Questionnaire and Shortlisting

Publish Contract Notice (SQ Documents available) 14 October 2020

Deadline for receipt of clarifications for SQ 5 November 2020

Deadline for Receipt of Applications
19 November 2020 
at 13.00 GMT

Notification of shortlisted Applicants to be invited to Tender 28 January 2021

Invitation to Submit Outline Proposals (“ISOP”)

Launch ISOP 5 February 2021

Deadline for receipt of ISOP clarifications 25 March 2021

Deadline for Receipt of Outline Proposals 15 April 2021

Notification of outcome of the ISOP evaluation and identification 
of Tenderers invited to participate in detailed dialogue

18 May 2021

Dialogue

Detailed Dialogue Meetings May 2021 – July 2021

Invitation to Submit Final Tenders (“ISFT”)

Issue of ISFT August 2021

Deadline for receipt of Final Tenders September 2021

Notification of Preferred Bidder November 2021

Contract Award December 2021

The Contracting Authority reserves the right to amend these timescales and to introduce an additional 
stage or stages into the Procurement process within the scope of the Regulations.
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Ishdeep Bawa 
D: +44(0)20 7911 2657 
M: +44(0)7949 235 731
ishdeep.bawa@avisonyoung.com

Patrick MacMahon MRICS 
D: +44 (0)207 911 2937 
M: +44 (0)7919 047 973
patrick.macmahon@avisonyoung.com

Kim Grieveson 
D: +44 (0)20 7911 2895 
M: +44 (0)7774 610 564
kimberley.grieveson@avisonyoung.com

This Information Memorandum is intended to be a high level descriptive document to assist economic operators to understand the broad 
scope and nature of the opportunity and whether to submit an expression of interest. The full and final tender requirements and conditions 
of tendering shall be set out within the Invitation to Participate in Dialogue, which shall be sent to Tenderers who are successfully longlisted 
following the Selection stage.


